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The 75 years of the Wroclaw University of Economics and Business and the 
accompanying exhibitions, provide an excellent occasion to recall the history 
of  the Publishing House closely linked with this institution, to present its 
current activities and outline the future challenges and opportunities arising in 
the contemporary trends and needs.
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started out in 1955, when the Publications Unit was 
created within the University structures. Its main 
task was to aid the didactic process carried out by 
the then Wyższa Szkoła Ekonomiczna. The function
ing of the Publications Unit was regulated by the 
circular letter of the Minister for Higher Education, 
which stipulated that all the university publications 
could be printed and copied only on a small scale, 
and the print runs of academic journals and other 

the Publishing house of the WroclaW university 
of economics and business

publications could not exceed 300 copies. The publi
cations were printed on paper supplied by the Uni
versity itself, and were also distributed by its own 
means, and reports on the publication of each of 
its titles had to be submitted to the Publications  
Department in the Ministry of Culture and Art. 1950s



due to the intensification of scientific research 
and abandonment of the didactic processes 
based on teaching narrow specialisations in 
favour of wideprofile studies of economic 
sciences, the scope of the University’s pub
lishing activities was also altered. At that time, 
the Publications Section launched around 30 
titles a year, amounting to approximately 250 
publish ing sheets and 6000 copies. The subject 
matter of the publications mostly reflected the 
main research trends pursued in the University 
and referred to the contemporary schools of 
academic thought. 

in the 1960s
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the Unit was transformed into the Publications 
Department of the Wyższa Szkoła Ekonomiczna we 
Wrocławiu (the then official name of the University). 
The Department was dynamically developing and 
actively participated in publicising and popularising 
the scientific and research findings, as well as the 
didactic achievements of the University staff.

in the early 1970s



and the time of Martial Law in Poland, on the one 
hand represented a period of market shortages 
and problems with providing the printers with 
the rationed paper supply, while on the other – 
censorship. The management of the Department 
was dutybound to present any planned publica
tions in the Office for Control of the Press, 
Publications and Performances. 

the early 1980s

1980s

...
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the Publishing House was provided with the latest 
computer hardware and professional software, 
i.e., programs for preparing texts for publication 
and graphic design. Thus, it was possible to meet 
the growing demands of the rapidly growing 
publishing market, and books published by the 
University appeared in an attractive colourful form. 
The Publishing House commenced its participation 
in the Academic Book Fair ATENA in Warsaw, and 
later also the International Book Fair in Kraków. 
At  the end of that decade there was a dynamic 
growth in the number of published books; in 2000 
115 titles were launched, amounting in total to 
approximately 1,500 publishing sheets. At the 
same time there was also a change in the structure 
of the published titles, with a growing number of 
monographs providing the basis for the attainment 
of higher academic titles by the university staff.

in the 1990s

1990s
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important changes took place in the publishing 
process itself. The era of pencil and erasers came 
to an end. The editorial staff was equipped with 
laptops, and their editorial work was transferred 
into electronic files. Another important change 
was the start of collaboration with digital printers, 
which significantly improved the technical quality 
of the University’s publications. In 20082010, the 
regulations in publishing academic journals were 
also modified, and the publishers, together with the 
editors of individual titles, extended the group of 
collaborating authors with persons not employed 
by the University. As a result, Editorial Boards 
were established in all the journals, dominated 
by renowned Polish and international academics, 
together with Editors, responsible for the current, 
operational aspects of publishing these journals.

over the first decade  
of 21st century

...



with the University actively pursuing scientific cooperation with other 
academic centres in Poland and abroad, the policies of the Publishing House 
have been undergoing further changes aimed at increasing the participation 
of nonUniversity authors in the published issues, and publishing in English. 
Hence the journals are being transformed from the University publications 
to international ones, creating a national forum for exchanging views, and 
present the results of research conducted mainly in such fields as economics 
and finance, management, and quality sciences.

In the period 20152022, the Publishing House has left its mark in the index 
databases. In this 75th jubilee year of the Wroclaw University of Economics 
and Business its journals can be accessed in the following databases: AGRO; 
BazEkon; The Central European Journal of Social Sciences and Humanities; 
The Central and Eastern European Online Library; Centrum Otwartej Nauki; 
EBSCO, ERIH Plus, and in Dolnośląska Biblioteka Cyfrowa.

The Publishers, together with the editorial boards of the journals, par
ticipate in ministerial projects aimed at raising the quality of editorial and 
pub lishing practices, which allow the entry of Polish academic journal into 
international circulation.

during the second and in the early 
third decade of 21st century 21st cen
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argumenta  
oeconomica
editor-in-chief:  
Krzysztof Jajuga
editorial committee:

 ■ Andrzej Bąk 
 ■ Katarzyna Kuziak
 ■ Maria Piotrowska
 ■ Czesław Zając
 ■ Krzysztof Piontek

editors:
 ■ Ewa Knichnicka
 ■ Anita Makowska

subjects:
economy and finance, management,  
reviews of the University publications.

available in:
 ■ Services Clarivate 
Analytics: Social 
Sciences Citation Index, 
Social Scisearch, Journal 
Citation Reports

 ■ Services Elsevier: 
Scopus

 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 70



editor-in-chief:   
Józef Dziechciarz
editorial secretary:
Agnieszka Stanimir

subjects:
theoretical and application aspects of methods  
in econometrics,statistics and mathematics;  
statistical and economic analyses of market data, 
investment and insurance; social and demographic 
analyses of problems related to education,  
labour market, unemployment.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ Google Scholar
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 40

econometrics. ekonometria.  
advances in aPPlied data analysis

editor-in-chief:  
Stanisław Korenik
editorial committee:

 ■ Piotr Hajduga – Editorial Secretary
 ■ Alicja ZakrzewskaPółtorak
 ■ Tetyana Stefanovska

subjects:
regional policy, spatial development, metropolisation, 
finances in local government units.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 20

regional
Journal



editor-in-chief:  
Andrzej Bąk
editorial board:

 ■ Elżbieta Nawrocka – Editorial Secretary
 ■ Magdalena RojekNowosielska – Editorial Secretary
 ■ Martin Šauer
 ■ Emmanuelle George

subjects:
economics and management, including: organisational 
processes, decisions and determinants shaping organisations, 
public sector analysis, market analysis, spatial economy, 
international business, financial flows, financial reports.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 40

research PaPers of WrocłaW  
university of economics and business

editor-in-chief:  
Iwona ChomiakOrsa
editors:

 ■ Marcin Hernes 
 ■ Artur Rot
 ■ Zdzisław Pólkowski – Editorial Secretary

 
subjects:
IT technologies in economy, IT problems resulting 
from globalisation, IT systems in didactics.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 20

business informatics
informatyka ekonomiczna



editor-in-chief:  
Bogusław Fiedor
editors:

 ■ Sebastian Bobowski 
 ■ Wawrzyniec Michalczyk – Editorial Secretary

subjects:
history of economic thought, microeconomics,  
institutional economics, macroeconomics, economic policies, 
international economy, international business.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 20

ekonomia XXi Wieku 
economics of the 21st century

editor-in-chief:  
Marek Pauka
editorial committee:

 ■ Patrycja KowalczykRólczyńska  
 ■ Katarzyna Prędkiewicz
 ■ Ilona FałatKilijańska – Editorial Secretary 

editors:
 ■ Dominika Hadro
 ■ Hanna Kociemska
 ■ Jarosław Olejniczak 
 ■ Paweł Prędkiewicz

subjects:
empirical and theoretical aspects of accounting and finance; 
public finance, corporate finance, financial markets,  
financial results, financial reports, banking, insurance  
and pension systems, behavioural finance.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon
 ■ The articles are also 
available on the 
journal’s website

mein score in 2021: 40

financial sciences
nauki o finansach



editor-in-chief:   
Joanna Dębicka
editors:

 ■ Katarzyna Ostasiewicz
 ■ Edyta Mazurek – Editorial Secretary

subjects:
statistics in general: methodology, statistics in science  
and in solving real socioeconomic problems.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 20

silesian statistical 
revieW

editor-in-chief:  
Tomasz Lesiów
editors:

 ■ Ludmiła BogaczRadomska 
 ■ Joanna Harasym
 ■ Malgorzata A. Jarossová
 ■ Agnieszka Orkusz
 ■ Urszula Tylewicz
 ■ Wioletta Turowska – Editorial Secretary

 
subjects:
food and nutrition technologies, chemical technology, 
microbiology,  biotechnology, science of commodities, 
ensuring quality and food safety.

available in:
 ■ Central and Eastern 
European Online 
Library

 ■ Biblioteka Nauki
 ■ EBSCO Business Source 
Corporate Plus

 ■ IBUK
 ■ BazEkon

mein score in 2021: 20

engineering sciences
and technologies



availability  
of the monograPhs
Monographs published by the University are 
subject to fulltext search via the service Google 
Books. Some books, available free of charge, can 
be also downloaded directly from it, while others 
can be purchased using IBUK in the subscription 
model or as DRMfree files from the Ebookpoint 
bookshop.

International scientific and educational insti
tutions can access monographs published by 
the University via EBSCO BSC+.

...
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meet with unfailing interest from students of the 
University as well as internationally. Nowadays, lower 
print runs are released alongside ebook versions.

the Published books





Wrocław University of Economics and Business 
supports its students in following their academic 
path – “Debiuty Studenckie” (“Students’ Debut”) 
is a series serving as a platform for young scholars 
to demonstrate their work. Year on year, a growing 
number of issues are published, where students 
active in scientific associations are able to present 
their research results.

students’  
debut

...



the Publishing House has undertaken collabo
ration with such entities as CrossRef (regarding 
the use of DOI numbers), Turnitin LCC (the use 
of the antiplagiarism program, iThenticate), 
DeGruyter (regarding services in production, 
marketing, distribution, and consulting for 
selected journals), and EBSCO (popularising 
monographs).

as Part  
of the Pro-develoPment 
activities

...



The Review system introduced in 2021 is a web 
platform for selecting and reviewing articles for 
the journals published by the Wroclaw Univer
sity of Economics and Business. The manuscripts, 
from the moment of being submitted by the 
authors, up to the editorial stage, are processed 
online. The system also facilitates communica
tion among the individual participants of the 
publishing process.

the revieW  
system

The online bookshop, ” Profit”, constitutes the main distribution point for books published by the University. 
It is also expanding its cooperation with wholesale and retail book outlets around Poland, and in line with 
contemporary trends it is also increasing availability of the books in electronic versions – in the Internet 
reading room Ibuk, on the Ebookpoint, EBSCO and BooksBox platforms.

online  
bookshoP

...



The priority in the coming years is to include the Publishing House in the pro 
cess of creating open knowledge resources, in order that publications by 
researchers and academic staff cooperating with the University may be 
available in an increasing scope through databases and open knowledge 
sources, to facilitate students’ access to these resources. 

...
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